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SUMMARY. The use of 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) in clinical

practice and observational epidemiological studies has grown considerably in the past 25 years.

ABPM is a very effective technique for assessing biological, environmental, and drug effects on

blood pressure. In order to enhance the effectiveness of ABPM for clinical and observational

research studies via analytical and graphical results, developing alternative data analysis

approaches are . The linear mixed model for the analysis of longitudinal data isimportant

particularly well-suited for estimation , inference , and interpretation of boththe of about

population and subject-specific trajectories for ABPM data. Subject-specific trajectories are of

great importance in ABPM studies, especially in clinical research, but little emphasis has been

placed on this dimension of the problem in the statistical analyses of the data. We propose using

a linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials across time in both the fixed and random

effects to  ABPM data. O may be usedanalyze rthonormal polynomials in the linear mixed model 

to develop model-based, subject-specific 24-hour ABPM correlates of cardiovascular disease

outcomes. e demonstrate the proposed analysis technique using data from the DietaryW

Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) study, a multicenter, randomized, parallel arm

feeding study that tested the effects of dietary patterns on blood pressure.

KEY WORDS: Cubic Spline, DASH Study, Graphical Display, Hypertension, Longitudinal,

Model Selection, Orthogonal Polynomials
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1. Introduction - Motivation and Background

Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) is a powerful research tool for examining

blood pressure (BP) variability and the physiologic and environmental factors that affect BP.1

The evidence that ABPM gives information over and above conventional blood pressure

measurement (CBPM) has been growing steadily over the past 25 years and the technique is now

accepted as being indispensable to good clinical practice.  ABPM is a non-invasive technique2-3

in which a standard cuff, attached to a lightweight, portable data recording unit, is placed around

the upper arm and inflated at regular preset intervals during a 24 hour time period.

Traditionally, clinicians have used office blood pressure measurements as the preferred

method of monitoring blood pressure and consequently the method of diagnosing hypertension.

Unfortunately, physician's office blood pressure measurements often can give rise to what is

termed "white-coat hypertension", that is, an artificially high blood pressure reading.  ABPM4

provides a profile of blood pressure away from the medical environment, thereby allowing

identification of individuals with a white coat response.  5 It also provides several other important

advantages discussed by O'Brien5: ABPM can demonstrate the efficacy of antihypertensive

medication over a 24 hour period rather than making a decision based on one or a few CBPMs

confined to a short period of the diurnal cycle; ABPM can identify patients whose blood pressure

does not reduce at night-time (the non-dippers) who are probably at high risk for a number of

conditions; and the technique can demonstrate a number of patterns of blood pressure behavior

that may be relevant to clinical management (isolated systolic hypertension, hypotension,

dipping and non-dipping, etc.).

As noted by O'Brien , recent have shown5  longitudinal studies  that ABPM is a much stronger

predictor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality than CBPM. The importance of the

technique is further evidenced by the fact that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) have approved ABPM for reimbursement. O'Brien  concluded that in the US ABPM2,5

should be available to all hypertensive patients given its as international acceptance an
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indispensable patients with established and suspected hypertension  Thtool for . is

recommendation has important implications for clinical practice. Among the questions that

O'Brien5 posed were: 1. how should the data be presented?; 2. how best can doctors and nurses

unfamiliar with the technique be educated in its use and interpretation of the data?

Lambert et al.  noted that there has been relatively little work on the longitudinal6 done 

analysis of 24-hour ABPM data. Though some authors have attempted to address the issue, there

is not a generally accepted 'standard' method of analyzing 24-hour ABPM. Some analyses of

ABPM data have used means and/or medians, either obtaining means over the entire 24-hour

period or obtaining means over defined intervals of the 24-hour period, for example daytime and

nighttime intervals.  Other analyses have stressed the use of traditional simple or extended7-9

cosinor models.  Some authors have proposed smoothing splines or other smoothing10-12

techniques for the analysis of 24-hour ABPM data .  Jaccard and Wan  proposed using13-15 16

cross-sectional pooled time series designs for the analysis of 24-hour ABPM data. Schwartz et

al.  proposed a very limited variance-components model which is equivalent to a mixed model17

using very simple explanatory factors (time is not explicitly used as a factor). Selwyn and

DiFranco  demonstrated the use of the general linear mixed model as an approach to analyzing18

24-hour ABPM data. Typically the emphasis of 24-hour ABPM data analyses are on between-

subject effects (fixed effects) and less emphasis is placed on within-subject effects (random

effects).6

We propose using a linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials in both the fixed and

random effects as an effective approach to analyzing 24-hour ABPM data, particularly when

subject-specific trajectories are of primary emphasis  The general linear mixed model  has. 19-20

become a very powerful statistical tool in the analysis of longitudinal data with continuous

outcomes in both clinical and non-clinical studies.  The linear mixed model for the analysis21-23

of longitudinal data is particularly well-suited for estimation , inference , andthe of about

interpretation of both population and subject-specific trajectories for ABPM data. Subject-
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specific trajectories are of great importance in ABPM studies but little emphasis has been placed

on this dimension of the problem in data analyses. Using orthonormal polynomials provides the

ability to address the individual subjects' trajectories withnonlinear trajectories represented by 

the same complexity in which the mean model (fixed effects) are addressed. Graphical

presentations are proposed that help to address questions posed by O'Brien  regarding how the5

data should be presented. We demonstrate the proposed technique using data from the Dietary

Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) study, a multicenter, randomized, parallel arm

feeding study that tested the effects of dietary patterns on blood pressure.

 In Section 2, a description of the DASH trial is given  In Section 3, the basic linear mixed.

model formulation and the details for the orthonormal polynomial statistical methods are

presented. We discuss the results of applying the models to the DASH data in Section 4. Section

5 discusses the new graphical displays created, summary and conclusions are given inand a 

Section 6.

2. Description of Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) Clinical Trial

The Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) trial was a multicenter, randomized,

parallel arm feeding study that tested the effects of dietary patterns on blood pressure (Appel et

al 1997 - 9). The three diets were a control diet (low in fruits, vegetables, and dairy products,

with a fat content typical of the average diet in the United States), a diet rich in fruits and

vegetables (a diet similar to the control except it provided more fruits and vegetables and fewer

snacks and sweets), and a combination diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and low-fat dairy foods and

reduced in saturated fat, total fat, and cholesterol. The combination diet will be subsequently

referred to as the DASH diet.

Participants were healthy, community-dwelling adults 22 years of age or older who were not

taking antihypertensive medication. Each subject had an average systolic blood pressure of less

than 160 mm Hg and a diastolic blood pressure of 80 to 95 mm Hg (mean of six measurements

across three screening visits). Study subjects were enrolled sequentially in groups; the first group
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began the run-in phase of the trial in September 1994, and the fifth and last group started in

January 1996.

For each group, data were collected during three phases (screening, run-in, and intervention).

Run-in was a three-week period in which all participants were fed the control diet. Toward the

end of run-in, 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring was obtained once. This

constituted the "baseline" ABPM reading. During the third week, participants were randomized

to one of three diets. Intervention was an eight-week period in which participants were fed their

assigned diets. During the last two weeks, one 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring

was obtained (end-of-intervention ABPM).

ABPM was attempted on the 362 participants enrolled in groups 2-5. We use 357 subjects for

baseline 24-hour ABPM data analysis, including incomplete data. We also use the 288 subjects

who had complete data at baseline and the 287 subjects who had complete data during the

intervention for our AUC example.

3. The Linear Mixed Model and Orthonormal Polynomials

As discussed in Section 1.2, several statistical methods have been proposed for the analysis of

24-hour ABPM data. In this paper, we consider the linear mixed model with orthonormal

polynomials with degree of polynomial ranging from 4 to 9.

With  independent sampling units (often  in practice), the linear mixed model forR persons

person  may be written3

C \ ^ . /3 3 3 3 3œ  " . (1)

Here,  is a  vector of observations on person ;  is a  known, constant designC \3 3 3 3: ‚" 3 : ‚;

matrix for person , with full column rank  while  is a  vector of unknown, constant,3 ; ;‚""

population parameters.  Also  is a  known, constant design matrix with rank  for^3 3: ‚7 7

person  corresponding to the  vector of unknown random effects , while is a 3 7‚" : ‚". /3 3 3

vector of unknown random errors.  Gaussian  and  are independent with mean  and. / !3 3
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Here  is the covariance operator, while both  and  are positive-definite,i D 7 D 7Ð † Ñ .3 . /3 /   
symmetric covariance matrices. Therefore  may be written .i D D 7 D 7Ð Ñ œ C ^ ^3 3 3 .3 . /3 /

w
3   

We assume that  can be characterized by a finite set of parameters represented by an D3 <‚"

vector  which consists of the unique parameters in .  Throughout .7 7 7. / 33œ"
R  and 8 œ :

We may also need to refer to a stacked data formulation of model (0) given by

C \ ^ . /= = = = =œ  " , (3)

with , , diag , , andC \ ^ ^ ^ .\= = = " R =
w w w w w w
" R " R " R

w w wœ œ œ ßâß œâ â â       C C \ . .

/ . ! M / != = R7 .3 . R = 8 /= /=
w w
" R

wœ µ ß Œ µ ß œâ      / / .  Here  and  for a aD 7 D D

diag . In turn ,  with diag .        D 7 D 7 i/" / /R / = 8 = = = = " Rßâß µ œ Ð Ñ œ ßâßC \a " D D D DC

The advantage of reducing bias in covariance estimation has made restricted maximum

likelihood (REML) estimation very popular for the linear mixed model.  our focus onGiven 

variance estimates  all parameter estimates in this paper are done using REML.  However, the,

formulations also apply to computations based on maximum likelihood estimates.

3.1 Why Orthonormal Polynomials?

Polynomial models play a prominent role in mathematics. In mathematical analysis, the

Weierstrass approximation theorem  states that every continuous function defined on a closed24

interval [a,b] can be uniformly approximated as closely as desired by a polynomial function.

Because polynomials are among the simplest functions, and because computers can directly

evaluate polynomials, this theorem has both practical and theoretical relevance, especially in

polynomial interpolation. The Extendend Mean Value Theorem  is a remarkable theorem24

usually associated with Brook Taylor (1685-1731) that enables us to approximate various

complicated functions by much simpler natural polynomial functions. Although a power series

expansion cannot  be obtained, most of the familiar functions in calculus can bealways

represented as a sum of a convergent power series. For any individual, blood pressure as a
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function of time on the interval [1,24] can be assumed to be a continuous function that meets the

regularity conditions posed by the Weierstrass approximation theorem and the Extendend Mean

Value Theorem.

Polynomials are commonly used to describe curved relationships in statistical models where a

model must be developed empirically.  Due to the heterogeniety of 24-hour ABPM trajectories

among subjects empirically , polynomials can be very effective statistical tools for developing

models for subject-specific trajectories. The goal of polynomial regression is to model a non-

linear relationship between the independent and dependent variables (technically, between the

independent variable and the conditional mean of the dependent variable). An advantage of

traditional polynomial regression is that the inferential framework of the linear mixed model can

be used.

The use of natural polynomials for the analysis of 24-hour ABPM recordings poses problems,

particularly when modeling subject-specific trajectories. The problems include the existence of

very large values in design matrices, for example 24 13,824 andthe fixed and random effects 3 œ

24 problems of multicollinearity since , , .,  are correlated; and mixed9 12œ 2.64 x 10 ; B B á B# ;

model software convergence problems when used in random effects. The lack of convergence in

mixed model software can be especially natural polynomials  n mostacute when employing . I

cases is caused by the multicol inearity and large values in the random effects and theit l present ir

resulting ffect on the estimation of the random effects covariance . The typical solutione D 7.3 . 
is to reduce the number of random effects  results in an increasing lack of fit for the, but this

subject-specific trajectories. The use of orthonormal polynomials helps alleviate this problem

and hence allows for more accurate modeling of the heterogeneity in subject-specific 24-hour

ABPM trajectories than natural polynomials.

Orthonormal polynomial predictors in linear regression are transformations of the natural

polynomials that provide a new set of predictors that meet the following criteria: 1. The new

predictors contain the same information as the original set; 2. The new predictors are linear
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combinations of the original natural polynomials; 3. The new columns of predictors all have

mean zero (except for the constant term); 4. The new columns of predictors are all mutually

orthogonal. Combining (3) and (4) implies that the new predictors are(except the constant) 

mutually uncorrelated. he first new column captures the information in the intercept, the secondT

captures all of the linear term information adjusted for the intercept, the third captures quadratic

information above and beyond linear and intercept and so forth.the information 

In the case of 24-hour ABPM trajectories, the main interest is in the shape of the trajectories

that the orthonormal polynomials produce collectively and not in any one single polynomial

component. Two big advantages of using orthonormal polynomials are a) the problem ofthat 

multicollinearity is greatly reduced; and b) the orthonormal polynomials are "normalized" and

bounded in the interval ( 1, 1). Thus, orthonormal polynomials have few problems with

rounding error or very large (small) regression coefficients.

Using the linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials, subject-specific 24-hour ABPM

trajectories can be represented and parameterized, within- and between- treatment comparisons

based on individual trajectories can be made, and discrimination between different trajectories

can be obtained. The linear mixed model can account for circadian rhythms, subject effects, and

treatment effects.

3.2 The Case of Complete, Balanced Data with Equally Spaced Observations

For the analysis of 24-hour ABPM data, we advocate the use of a linear mixed model with

orthonormal polynomials used in both the fixed and random effects, particularly when an

emphasis is placed on accurate modeling of subject-specific parameters. Here, we assume that

the degree of the polynomials used in the fixed effects is equal that used in the random effects.to 

For demonstration purposes, we first start with a linear mixed model with only time effects and

intercept, but no additional covariates. We assume that time is equally spaced 1-hour intervals

ranging from 1 to 24 and that each subject has all 24 observations (complete and balanced). We

have
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C \ ^ . /3 3 33 3œ  ‡ ‡" . (4)

Here,  is as before, a  vector of observations on person ;  is a  fixed effectsC3 3 33: ‚" 3 : ‚;\‡

design matrix of orthonormal polynomials for person ;  is a  random design matrix of3 : ‚;^ ‡
3 3

orthonormal polynomials with rank  for person . Gaussian  and  are independent with; 3 . /3 3

mean  and variance given in equation 2.!

Because the polynomials are orthogonal, mathematically we can model  as diagonalD 7.3 . 
with heterogeneous diagonal elements, i.e., diag( ), where ( , , , )D 7 7 7.3 . . .

# # # w
! " ;"  œ œ á5 5 5

is the  vector of variances for each element of the random effects vector . Under ;‚" .3 this

assumption, diag( ) . This greatly simplifies the complexity of the randomD 73 . :3 3 /
w #œ ^ M‡ ^ * 5

3

effects covariance and thus the modeling of . The number of parameters in  is ,i D 7Ð Ñ ;C3 .3 . 
the number of diagonal elements. However, in actual data analysis, the best fitting  mayD 7s s.3 . 
be achieved by using an unstructured , where the collinearity of the elements of D 7 D 7.3 . .3 .   
is a fit These empirical covariances aregreatly reduced in comparison to natural polynomials . 

present in the orthonormal fits due to the lack of fit of the fixed effects, in equation 2. We\‡
3 "s , 

address this issue in the example data.

 The maximum degree orthonormal polynomial that we consider for the DASH data is a 9th

degree. Our goal of modeling the nonlinear ABPM trajectories without overfitting the data along 

with our prior work and experience analyzing DASH data guided us to begin with a maximum

model with a polynomial degree between 6 and 9.  We opted for the latter given that the 9th25-26

degree polynomial was significant in the SBP model (though not in the DBP model). Simpson 

and Edwards  used a fixed-effects only model for the DASH data and the order of the26

orthonormal polynomial was chosen to be 6 when considering additional covariates and aiming

for parsimony. However, for the example analysis in this paper, we also consider a range of

polynomials between 4 and 9 with a focus on the 9th degree model since it is the largest

polynomial considered. We do not consider additional covariates but we discuss how the

covariates can be included in the model.
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In the 9th degree model, we estimate 10 fixed effects (intercept and 9 orthonormal; œ

polynomials), 10 random effects covariance parameters and  (assuming diag( )5#
/ .3 . .D 7 7  œ

and ) for a total of 11 covariance parameters. We also compare the fit D 7/3 / :
#
/  œ 5 M

3
using

D 7 7 D 7.3 . . .3 .   œ diag( ) to  using an unstructured covariance for . that However, with

conventional mixed effects software like SAS Proc Mixed, it would be impossible to use an

unstructured D 7.3 .  with natural polynomials for the subject-specific models for the reasons

discussed in section 3.1.

3.3 The Case of Incomplete, Unbalanced Data

In the DASH Study, about 81% (288/357) of the subjects had complete data at baseline. The

additional 19% of subjects had very little missing data. We assumed that the data were missing

competely at random for these analyses, i.e., an “intent-to-treat” treatment of missing data by

including every observation of the dependent measure (no observations are discarded and no

data are imputed).

One of the main advantages of the linear mixed model for longitudinal data is that it uses all

available data, rather than excluding cases with missing observations, and accommodates

unbalanced designs. This feature of the linear mixed model is of particular relevance to ABPM

data since it is common for a significant proportion of participants to be missing at least one

observation.27

In 24-hour ABPM studies, typically there are criteria for controlling the quality of the

monitoring data. For example, in the DASH study, if fewer than 14 acceptable readings were

obtained, the subject was asked to repeat the monitoring. Among participants with acceptable

ABPM measurements, more than 90% of the possible waking and sleeping readings were

obtained.  Sometimes more rigid criteria are used, e.g., for Hermida et al. , BP series were not28 29

considered valid for analysis if 30% of the measurements were lacking, if data were missing for

>2-hour spans, if data were collected from subjects while experiencing an irregular rest–activity

schedule, or if the nighttime sleep span was <6 hours or >12 hours during monitoring.
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4. DASH Baseline Data Analysis Results - Estimation, Inference and Goodness-of-fit

Table 1 provides estimates, standard errors (SE), and p-values for 9th degree orthonormal the 

polynomial fit to the DASH baseline 24-hour ABPM data. Table 2 provides model comparisons

using ornothormal polynomial models of degree ranging 4-9.  All computations were done using

SAS v9.2 and the  function in the SAS  procedure, which handles equal and unequalORPOL IML

time spacings when generating orthonormal polynomials. Restricted maximum likelihood

estimation (REML) was used for estimation and the Kenward-Roger F and adjusted denominator

degrees of freedom were used for all fixed effect inference. However, maximum likelihood

estimation results were almost identical (results not shown). From Table 1, we can see that the

sizes of the absolute values of the orthonormal polynomial regression coefficients indicate that

orthonormal polynomials 1-6 have the largest effect on BP, changing from being greater than 4

to less than 2.

Table 2 provides model selection criteria the Akaike Information Criterion  (AIC)results for 30

and Bayesian Information Criterion  for orthonormal polynomial models using 4-9th degree31

polynomials in both the fixed and random effects. AIC and BIC were computed for both

D 7 7 D 7.3 . . .3 .   œ œdiag( ) and Unstructured (UN). Morrell et al.  commented that the best32

way to select among linear mixed-effects models based on various information criteria is still not

clearly determined. The conclusion from both the AIC and BIC is that the 9th degree

orthonormal polynomial model using UN is the best model for DBP and SBP since itD 7.3 .  œ

yields the smallest AIC and BIC values when compared to all other orthonormal polynomial

models. Mathematically, the assumption of diag( ) should have yielded the bestD 7 7.3 . .  œ

covariance fit, but the lack of fit in the fixed effects is carried over into the variance (the

estimated  was not diagonal). There were no model convergence problems usingD 7.3 . 
D 7.3 .  œ UN.

To check the model distribution assumptions for the random effects and residual error, we

used an important result from Gurka et al.  which states that if  is multivariate33 %3 3 3 3œ ^ . /
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normal, then both  and  are multivariate normal given the model assumption that  and . / . /3 3 3 3

are independent. Using this result, we used standard residual analysis for the estimated "stacked"

%3 and concluded that the errors were approximately normally distributed for each of the

orthonormal polynomial models considered.

The linear mixed model easily accommodates additional explanatory variables. For example,

we can do a simple check for baseline homogeneity of average 24-hour blood pressure for the 3 

diet groups by including intercept effects for diet (two indicator variables with control diet as the

reference group) and interaction effects in time for diet. Let 1 if subject  is assigned the $3 œ 3

diet rich in fruits and vegetables and  otherwise. Similarly, let 1 if subject  is$ -3 3œ ! œ 3

assigned the DASH diet and  otherwise. We can then add diet fixed effects -3 œ ! (both main

effects and diet x time interaction effects) in the linear mixed model as follows

C ^ . /\ \ \3 3 33 3 33 3 3œ    
 ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡$ -
"
α
#

 . (5)

Here ,  represents the" "α #, and  are  vectors of fixed effect population parameters where ;‚"  

effect of the control diet (intercept and time) on blood pressure,  represents the differentialα

effect of relative to the control diet  represents thethe diet rich in fruits and vegetables , and #

differential relative to the control diet  Note that the structure of randomeffect of the DASH diet .

effects and within-subject errors remain the same as in equation (4) as does the corresponding

covariance structure. We can rewrite the model as a standard linear mixed model

C \ ^ . /3 3 3 3 3œ  " . (6)

Here  is a  fixed effects design matrix for person  and  is the corresponding \3 3: ‚ $; 3 $;‚""

vector of fixed effect parameters. Tests of interaction (not shown here) wereand intercept effects 

not signifcant and hence we concluded that there was no evidence of a difference in 24-hour BP

profiles at baseline. Using the same model for the intervention period, there was no evidence of

interaction effects but there was evidence of diet main effects (again, results not shown here). An
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example of including several explanatory variables in the analysis of the DASH data can be

found in Simpson and Edwards , which features a general linear model for longitudinal data26

with the circular LEAR correlation structure and uses diet groups, race, age, and orthonormal

polynomials as fixed effects.

In order to incorporate both baseline and intervention into the model, we use a shared

parameter, multivariate linear mixed model  given by34-35

       C \ ^ /
C \ ^ /

.0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3
3œ  " , (7)

where  is the 24 1 vector of observations for baseline BP,  is the 24 1 vector ofC C0 13 3‚ ‚

observations for intervention BP,  and  the 24  fixed effects design matrices for\ \0 13 3 ‚;

baseline and intervention periods, and  and  the 24  random effects design matrices^ ^0 13 3 ‚ 7

for baseline and intervention periods. The shared parameter model is appropriate since the

response is the same for baseline and intervention. The scalar representation of the model is

given by

C 234 23 3 3 23 3 23 3 5 36 234

5œ' 6œ"

"% "!
‡ ‡
534 634œ      B  . D  /" " " " " "! " # $ % &1 $ - 1 $ 1 - " 

where ,1 represents baseline and intervention BP for subject , 0 if baseline period2 œ ! 3 œ1!3

and 1 if intervention period for subject , and  and  are the fixed and random1"3
‡ ‡
534 634œ 3 B D

orthonormal time effects. The model assumes that within-subject variation is the same at

baseline and intervention and the between-subject effect of intervention is modeled using the

period effect, , for the intercept and diet main effects ( , , ). Table 31 1 1 $ 1 -23 23 23 3 23 3" " "" % &

provides the results for the change in SBP and DBP for each diet main effect. Both the DASH

and fruit/vegetable diets lowered SBP and DBP significantly compared with the control diet

(p 0.0001 for SBP and DBP on both diets: control diet, 0.3/ 0.02 mm Hg; fruit/vegetable  

diet, 3.2/ 2.1 mm Hg; DASH diet, 4.6/ 2.8 mm Hg). The model results are very   

similar to the results Moore et al. (1999 - 28) found using mean ABP where both the
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fruit/vegetable and DASH diets lowered 24-hour ABP significantly compared with the control

diet (p 0.0001 for SBP and DBP on both diets: control diet, 0.2/ 0.1 mm Hg;  

fruit/vegetable diet, 3.2/ 1.9 mm Hg; DASH diet, 4.6/ 2.6 mm Hg).   

5. Model-Based Graphical Displays for Evaluating 24-hour ABPM Data and AUC

5.1 Graphical Displays

As discussed in section 1, O'Brien  posed the question how the data5 important regarding 

should . data based on observedbe presented  O'Brien  provided depictions of 24-hour ABPM 5

values that contained a plot of normal bands across the 24 hours for which he overlayed selected

individual subject trajectories to demonstrate examples of normal blood pressure and various

instances of deviations from normal blood pressure (above or below normal range). O'Brien5

noted that as with conventional measurement, normal ranges for ABPM have been the subject of

much debate over the years. The focus of the outcomes-based figures is to provide practicing

physicians with a graphical approach to evaluating an individual's 24-hour BP. However, for

clinical and observational studies that require group comparisons and exploring additional

explanatory factors that may impact BP, the outcomes-based graphical display is not as useful. A

model-based approach helps overcome some of the limitations of the outcomes-based approach.

The linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials provides the statistical framework for

producing which will be extremely  a model-based graphical display useful for clinical and

observational studies of 24-hour ABPM. Subject-specific trajectories can be of great importance

in ABPM studies, especially in clinical practice and research. In practice, it is the subject-

specific values that are used to provide diagnos s and to treatment . However,e design regimens

little emphasis has been placed on this dimension of the problem in modeling 24-hour ABPM

data. The smoothed predicted trajectories will provide researchers with the ability to construct

additional measures of 24-hour ABPM and correlate the measures with important cardiovascular

disease (CVD) outcomes such as hypertension and electrocardiogram measures such as left

ventricle mass index (LVMI).
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Figures 1 and 2 for SBP and DBP provide model-based graphical displays of 24-hour ABPM

based on O'Brien  outcomes-based concepts. Figures 1 and 2 show one subject's predicted curve2

computed from the linear mixed model for SBP and DBP (solid blue lines), the subject's

observed data (connected by dashed blue lines), the 90% prediction interval for DASH study

normals at baseline (shaded gray region), and the commonly used static measures of upper limit

of normal for daytime and nighttime (red horizontal lines) SBP (135/120) and DBP (85/75). The

90% prediction interval for the 9th degree orthonormal polynomial model provides a model-

based definition of normal range. The 90% prediction interval closely matches the outcomes-

based 2 standard deviations about the mean for each time point. We constructed the 90%„

prediction interval by selecting the subset of all subjects that had normal BP (DBP) at baseline,S

fitting a linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials, and then computing a 90%

prediction interval using  SAS macro developed by By . The prediction intervals are used toa 36

provide an interval estimate for a single observation as opposed to confidence intervals which

provide an (narrower) interval estimate for an average of observations.

For SBP, the smoothed subject-specific trajectory suggests that the subject is above the upper

limit of normal for the majority of the day and night. However, there are observed values for

which the smoothed subject-specific trajectory suggests there may be masked hypertension -

10:00-11:00 a.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m., hours 10-11 and 13-16 in Figure 1, respectively. For DBP,

both the smoothed subject-specific trajectory and the observed data indicate that this person's

DBP is above the upper limit of normal for both daytime and nighttime. However, in practice,

actual observed BP values will necessarily take precedence over predicted values.

The graphical displays provided in Figures 1 and 2 also visually reveal that the discontinuity

at the change point from daytime to nighttime can present a problem for assessing observed

values and for computing AUC values for the smoothed subject-specific trajectories using the

static cutoffs. It is clear that the static cutoffs do not take into account the natural variability and

downward trend of the 24-hour ABPM data near the discontinuity.
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5.2 Area Under the Curve (AUC)

The DASH diet is now well known to reduce blood pressure. Thus, model-based subject-

specific AUC should correlate with the perfromance of the DASH diet. Table 3 provides a

descriptive comparison of the average model-based subject-specific AUC for the control, DASH,

and fruits/vegetable diets. Results are for the 288 subjects who had complete 24-ABPM data at

baseline and the 287 subjects who had complete data during the intervention. The DASH diet

group clearly has the largest drop from baseline of average AUC for both SBP and DBP,

followed by  fruits/vegetables  and then control having the poorestthe group the group 

performance. For the DASH diet, the mean change in the model based AUC divided by 24 hours

for SBP is 5.2 mmHg and DBP is 3.0 mmHg. The model-based AUC result is consistent with the

DASH study finding that the DASH diet lowered blood pressures by an average of 5.5 and 3.0

mmHg for systolic and diastolic, compared with the control diet.  Sacks et al.  DASH analyses37 37

defined baseline blood pressure as the average of 7 days of measurements, 3 during screening

and 4 during run-in. The last five sets of measurements during the intervention were used to

compute end of study blood pressure, and the effect of the diets. For mean change in 24-hour

ABPM measurements, Sacks et al.  reported 4.5 mmHg for SBP and 2.7 mmHg for DBP.37

The model-based subject-specific scaled AUC can be shown to be a linear combination of the

fixed and random effect regression coefficients. In order to demonstrate, suppose that we were

using natural polynomials, then equation 4 assumes that BP is a polynomial\ œ ^‡ ‡
3  and 

function in time, , and hence the subject-specific AUC is given byB

AUC3
!

#%

3! 34 3! 34
4œ" 4œ"

* *
4

4"

œ Ð  B Ñ.B œ #% s s s s #%

4  "
  " " " "

and the corresponding AUC scaled by 24 hours is

AUC3 3! 34
4œ"

* 4

Î#% œ  ßs s#%

4  "
" "

where  is the estimated BP intercept for the -th subject and , ," " " "s s s sœ  . 3 œ  . 4  !s s
3! ! 34 43! 34
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is the estimated -th regression coefficient for the -th subject. So the model-based subject-4 3

specific scaled AUC is a linear combination of the adjusted mean BP (subject-specific intercept)

and a weighted linear combination of subject-specific regression coefficients. It is clear that the

scaled AUC is different than a simple mean of 24-hour ABPM data. However, further research is

required to assess whether the model-based subject-specific AUC is a better summary measure

of 24-hour ABPM than the simple arithmetic mean that is typically used.

These results have very important implications for the use of model-based subject-specific

AUC computed from 24-ABPM data in CVD studies. provide some evidence that model-They 

based AUC computed from 24-ABPM data may potentially be used as correlate of CVDa 

outcomes. For example, Nobre and Mion  calculated areas under systolic and diastolic blood38

pressure trajectories using the observed data (outcomes-based) and compared with systolic and

diastolic blood pressure load and 24-hour systolic and diastolic blood pressure in order to

determine which provided the best correlation with LVMI . Nobreleft ventricular mass index ( )

and Mion38 found that the correlations of the parameters obtained by ABPM with LVMI were

high and statistically significant except for blood pressure load between 90 and 100% and for 24-

hour SBP of 135 mmHg or less, and SBP load higher than 50%.

6. Discussion

The development of alternative, robust and flexible statistical methods for analyzing 24-hour

ABPM data will be important in refining its role in clinical research, clinical practice, and

observational studies. Therefore, we were motivated to develop an alternative statistical model

for analyzing 24-hour ABPM data that will overcome some of the limitations of conventional

analyses and lead to improved 24-hour ABPM correlates of CVD outcomes and potentially 

electrocariogram measures such as LVMI. Though the DASH study did not measure

electrocardiogram parameters, the Jackson Heart Study  is an example of a study that has both39

baseline 24-hour ABPM and LVMI neasurements.
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We have shown how the linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials across time in

both the fixed and random effects provides a powerful approach to the analysis of 24-hour

ABPM data, particularly when focus is on modeling the subject-specific trajectories. In addition 

to replicating DASH Study results, the linear mixed model with orthonormal polynomials

provides researchers with the ability to explore the simultaneous effects of multiple predictors

and their interactions. Because data visualization can be a very useful tool for assessing 24-hour

ABPM, we presented model-based graphical presentations of 24-hour ABPM based on the linear

mixed model results that can aid in the visual representation and interpretation of 24-hour ABPM

data. However, further research will be required to fully understand the robustness of the

orthonormal polynomial model to outliers, departures from distributional assumptions, and the

effect of more severe . In addition,missingness, irregularly timed data, and truncated data

different assumptions and parameterizations for the multivariate linear mixed model should be

further explored in order to gain further insight into the statistical properties of the differences

between DASH Study 24-hour ABP at baseline and intervention.

 The linear mixed model is relatively easy to implement (given the complexity of the

technique) using available software, allows for straight-forward testing of multiple hypotheses,

and the results can be communicated effectively to research clinicians using both graphical and

tabular displays. Using orthonormal polynomials provides the ability to model the nonlinear

trajectories of each subject as the .with the same complexity  mean model (fixed effects)
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Table 1. Fixed Effect Estimates, Standard Errors (SE), and P-values for 9th Degree
Orthornormal Polynomial Fit to Baseline DASH Study Data, N 357œ

Outcome Parameter Ortho Poly Degree Estimate SE P-value
DBP Intercept 83.71 0.394 0.0001

1 22.98 0.795 0.0001
2 13.41 0.748 0.0001
3 9.

"
"
"
"

0

2

3
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91 0.605 0.0001
4 9.61 0.584 0.0001
5 4.35 0.518 0.0001
6 4.62 0.436 0.0001
7 0.51 0.471 0.2768
8 1.96 0.420 0.0001
9 0.58 0.428 0.1782
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SBP Intercept 131.64 0.575 0.0001
1 25.03 0.972 0.0001
2 19.71 0.909 0.0001
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Table 2. Model Comparisons: AIC and BIC, FE=Fixed Effects, RE=Random Effects,
Baseline DASH Study Data, N 357œ

D 7 7 D 7.3 . . .3 .   œ œdiag( ) UN
Outcome Model AIC BIC AIC BIC
DBP Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 9,RE_degree = 9) 58,989 59,032 58,710 58,927

Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 8,RE_degree = 8) 59,031 59,070 58,784 58,963
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 7,RE_degree = 7) 59,089 59,124 58,873 59,016
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 6,RE_degree = 6) 59,158 59,189 58,962 59,074
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 5,RE_degree = 5) 59,344 59,371 59,180 59,266
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 4,RE_degree = 4) 59,570 59,593 59,502 59,564

SBP Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 9,RE_degree = 9) 61,598 61,640 61,336 61,553
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 8,RE_degree = 8) 61,637 61,676 61,410 61,588
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 7,RE_degree = 7) 61,665 61,699 61,452 61,596
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 6,RE_degree = 6) 61,741 61,772 61,543 61,655
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 5,RE_degree = 5) 61,901 61,928 61,748 61,833
Ortho Poly (FE_degree = 4,RE_degree = 4) 62,164 62,188 62,091 62,153



Table 3. Baseline and Intervention Diet Effects (p-values) for 9th Degree Orthornormal
Polynomial Model Fit to DASH Data, N 357œ

Change from Baseline to Intervention
Outcome Control Fruit/Veg DASH 
SBP 0.29 (0.1427) 3.23 ( 0.0001) 4.55 ( 0.0001)

DBP 0.02 (0.8906

    

 ) 2.12 ( 0.0001) 2.84 ( 0.0001)   



Table 4. AUC Descriptive Statistics for SBP and DBP:  Control, DASH, and Fruit/Veg,

Baseline (N 288) and Intervention (N 287) DASH Study, Complete Dataœ œ

Baseline Intervention
Diet Outcome N Mean  (Std Err) N Mean  (Std Err)

Mean Change
AUC AUC/24‡ ‡

Control SBP 101 3026 (23.7) 97 3013 (25.9) 13 0.5
DBP 1923 (16.2) 1928 (19.3) 5 0.2

DASH SBP 89 3045 (25.4) 97 2920 (20.1) 125 5.2
DBP 1923 (15.8) 1852 (12.7) 71 3.0

Fruit/Veg SBP 98 3028 (21.4) 93 2978 



(24.6) 50 2.1
DBP 1927 (17.1) 1888 (17.8) 39 1.6

Total SBP 288 3032 (13.5) 287 2970 (13.8) 62 2.6
DBP 1924 (9.4) 1889 (9.8) 35 1.5

*Mean of subject-specific AUC computed from LMM



Figure 1. Predicted (blue solid curve) and observed (blue dotted curve) SBP by time for 1 subject
with the 90% prediction interval (shaded region) based on normal subjects and commonly used

upper normal limit static measures for daytime and nighttime (red horizontal lines).



Figure 2. Predicted (blue solid curve) and observed (blue dotted curve) DBP by time for 1
subject with the 90% prediction interval (shaded region) based on normal subjects and

commonly used upper normal limit static measures for daytime and nighttime (red horizontal
lines).
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